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Introduction
This GIS web mapping site was developed to be user friendly and we hope the help tab provides all
the information needed to access and use all of the features. Should you require any further help or
information after reading this section then please contact us. The help section can be downloaded as
a PDF document and printed out.

Basics
We are using OS maps which will bring a familiar feel to most users. You can use the zoom and pan
functions found on the left of the map. A useful feature is the shift and drag design which allows you
to hold down shift while dragging/panning the map to zoom into a desired location.
On the top right of the map a base layer function allows you to switch between the OS map and a
coastal outline (image 1). This is particularly useful when you have a number of activity layers open
which can be hard to distinguish over OS map colours. The coastal outline also speeds up moving
around the map. We suggest using this feature as much as possible when switching on layers for the
first time and when zooming and panning around with lots of layers open.

Image 1 Coast outline view

Gazetteer
The gazetteer allows you to search for a place name or post code. If you are viewing GIS layers they
will stay open if you use this feature.

Log in
Some of the activity layers and reports have been deemed sensitive by the RAWG and are thus
hidden/disabled unless you have a username and password. The login can be found in the top right
of the screen. Please contact us for more details.

Layers
There are a number of GIS layers available to view and they have been placed under appropriate
headings; Coastal based; Water based; Boat based; Other layers; Alert layers. Switching them on/off
is with a straight forward tick/un tick of the appropriate box. Please be aware that the more layers
you display at any one time will increase the amount of time for the map to update when
zooming/panning.
Many of the activity layers are displayed as points when zoomed out above the 1000 meter scale
found in the bottom left of the map (image 2). The points are linked to a usage scale giving an idea of
user numbers for a particular activity at the location shown. As you zoom in to the 500 meter scale
and below the points turn into polygons giving a more precise activity area. Some activities are not
suited to be displayed as point data and are shown as polygons and lines.

Image 2 Beach Activity displayed as points

Alert layers
These have been added as a tool to provide a system for up to date management information and
can be used in a number of ways e.g. to provide details of harmful algal blooms, coast path closure,
beach /coast road closure, upcoming large recreational events, cliff rock fall. The public alert layer
will provide the public with appropriate management issue messages e.g. slipway closures. For more
information on the potential for this feature please contact us

Other Layers
This section contains GIS layers on land ownership, beach awards, dog ban areas, lifeguarded
beaches, climbing restrictions, car parks. To see more information which is displayed in the pop-up
then right click on the area.

More information
The pop-up display
More information can be provided by right clicking the on the GIS layer of your choice. When
choosing an activity layer this provides a pop-up with details on location, activity layer, map
confidence, usage scale, 5yr trend, data confidence and seasonal usage. Each of these terms is
explained by clicking on the appropriate heading. Other layers e.g. lifeguarded beaches, dog ban
areas have less information (image 3).

Image 3 showing extra information in pop-up

Reports
Four separate mini-reports can be found below details of seasonal usage in the pop-up and can be
opened by clicking on the hyperlink. They contain more in-depth information on the activity layer,
infrastructure at the location, location management including issues and data suppliers. Two of the
reports can be viewed without logging in. The information can be exported in PDF or excel format. If
supplementary reports are available and relevant for the location they will also be displayed at the
bottom of the pop-up e.g. Coast Path counter numbers, RNLI beach reports, Skomer MNR annual
reports and Management Plans. You may have to scroll down to view them (image 4).

Data capture
The pop-up also has a feature enabling data collection. The email comment tab is linked to a position
on the map and the activity layer you are viewing. If you have more updated information about user
numbers of the chosen activity you can provide these details by simply adding your email address,
comment and clicking send message. We will then contact you to confirm the details. This feature
will also work if you right click anywhere on the map and will allow us to build a more
comprehensive picture of coastal recreation (image 5).

Image 4 showing RNLI beach report for Poppit sands

Image 5 showing email data capture

Filtering
The filter feature allows you to filter the data and layers by map confidence, data confidence, five
year trend and usage scale. The filter can be a good way to view data that you are most interested in
e.g. if you are looking at the coasteering layer and you only want to know the locations where more
than 26-50 users are carrying out this activity you can use the filter feature. Just select > and the
usage scale of your choice and click on the filter button. This will then hide any coasteering line that
does not match your filter choice. Keep the usage scale blank and click the filter button again to
remove the filter.

Printing the map
The data and GIS layers may be useful for reports and presentations. To print the map use the print
screen function found on your computer and paste into a suitable software program. The paint
program found on all Microsoft computers will suffice. You can then save as a format you desire
(image 6).

Image 6 showing JPEG of coasteering layer at Poppit Sands

